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Abstract 
A new approach for linear analysis of the 
stability of jets with arbitrary ~an velocity 
profiles is presented. 'l'his method is based on 
utilizing Green function technique a to transform 
the Rayleigh equation in~ an integral equation 
fOr1l\. 'The int.egr.l equat.ion 1a ~en solved n_x-
ieally using a type of finite eleaent approxima-
tion to dete~ne the eigenvectors and co~lex 
wave nlllllbers of various instability DIOdes. In 
order to demonstrate this ~thod's capability of 
handling arbitrary jet mean velocity profiles, a 
comparison is made to the elliptic jet case where 
generally good agreement 1s apparentl. 
A brief discussion on how the effects of ~ 
pressibiliey and t~.ture variation in t10wa 
car. be incorporated within the fo~li== is 
presented. 
1. Introduction 
In recent years thAt l.az:~_le t.urb\l.lent 
structures of a free jet baa been studied inten-
sively in connection with the control of mixing 
layers and the mechanism of noiae generation. The 
e~istence of these structures of a jet were first 
reported by Mollo-christensen2 , and then by a num-
ber of other investigators 3- It. 'l'he gross statis-
tical description of these lar98-scale turbulent 
s~ructures of a jet can J:le reliably predicted by 
aSSuming that they are associated with instability 
waves of a mean flow protile5-7, ilnd that llpatial 
growth rates ot these vaves may be estimated trom 
Rayleigh linear invlscid instability analysis. 
Previous studies in this area have been concerned 
with plane jet shear layers and simple jet cross 
sections. Recent experi_ntal interest On non-
circular jets 8- 12 has, to date, prOlllpted only a 
few related analyses ot the Rayleiqh equation. 
Crighton considered the vortex sheet elliptical 
jet and Morris and Miller analy~ed several insta-
bility modes of elliptical jets with shear layers 
described by both _rtex sheet and continuous 
velocity profiles. These authors formulated the 
Rayleigh equation in the natural coordinate system 
for the probl_. 
The aim of the present work is to develop for-
malism which can be applied to the linear analysis 
of jet stability in the cases Where the mean 
velocity profiles are arbitrary. The general for-
~lism will be described in section 2, and applied 
for analysis of elliptic jet stability (as an 
example demonstration) in section 3. Some of the 
calculation results will be compared with Morris 
and Miller's results in ,ection 4. Por the pur-
pose ot cOlllP4rison, the flow will be a.SUIIIed to be 
incompressible and illothermal, and the intlu.nce 
of divergent flow as considered by cri~ton and 
Gaster 11t and villcous effects by IIOrris 5 will be 
icpwred. 
2. General Pormulation 
In order to discuss die flow field in a jet 
with an ar~itrary ~an velocity profile, the car-
tesian coordinate system shown in Figure 1 is 
uaed. The z-axis points in the direction of the 
jet axis, and the jet nozzle plane is located in 
the x-y plane. The usual assumptions that: ! 1 ) 
the undisturbed free jet can be considered as a 
p&l:allel flow and only baa _ axb.l velocity CQIIl-
ponent, an4 (2) the viscous effects on the stabil-
ity of the jet are nagliqihle, are followed. 
y 
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Figure. t. Coordinate Systea for a Jet 
With Arbitrary Linear velocity Profile. 
T~ tempera~ure variation in the undisturbed 
jet T(~) is re\ated to the undisturbed jet veloc-
ity profile W(x) as in the boundary layer 6. In 
that case Buaemann-Crocco's rel&tlonship is 
expressed as: 
• WI:) T(x) - To[~ + (1 - Tr) (2-1) 
Wo 
+ 1...:.....!."; WI;) (1 _ W(;»)), 
2 Wo WO 
whereTo '" '1'11: I .. 01, '1' 1 '" T CI: I .. .), 
Tr .. ':1'10, Wo .. W( I x I : O}, It:) .. Wo/ao, 
ao '" a(lxl a 0), and a(x) is the local sound speed 
which is related to the temperature as: 
a(;) .. arJ,/Td)/TO (2-2) 
This paper is declared a work of the U.S. Government and therefore is in the public domain. 
The governinq equations fo~ the mass, 
momentum, and energy are given by: 
and 
~ + ~ (pti) - 0, 
at 
p 
--Po 
where 
(2-3) 
Total pressure, density, and velocity fields 
may then be decomposed into ti~e averaged and 
perturbation parts giving; 
psPQ+p 
p-po+p (2-4) 
and if - W(,t, .r~ + ri. 
Since the analys~s is lineax, the perturbation 
terms for p, p, and u are asaUGe4 to have z and t 
dependencies aQ exp(i!az - ~»). 
After substitution of eq. (2-4)+and use of the 
z and t dependencies for p, Il, and u in the 
eq. (2-3), collecting the linear t.~ results ins 
(V2 _ ~, p ,. _ 2Cl ~w. fp, (2-5) 
111- (#If 
where 
and 
It is reasonable to assume that the variation 
of the WI;) is approximately confined to the 
momentum thickness schematically shown in Fig-
ure 2. The computation domains are also shown in 
Figure 2 and may be divided into two parts. 
DomAin (0) 1s represented by the shaded area, and 
domain (1) consists of the remainder of the _y 
plane. In domain (0), eq. 2-5 is expressed as. 
:!: - 2 (V - CJc i p(O) ,. D, (2-6) 
WCl - Wo 2} G ) is constant. 
40 
In <!amain (1), eq. ( 2-5) becOllles: 
(V2 - (l2) P( 1) ,. f( 1)' 
where 
2a + + 1&1 - r:/I1 2 
- - - VW • Vp - (-1 I). CII-~ '4 ,-
Now, two free space Green functions may be 
introdUCed: 
G(O)(;';') ,. hH~l)(i~l; - ;'1 
in domain (0). and 
G{Ol(:I;') ,. hH~l)(i(Jl: - ;'1) 
dDalain (f), where 11 0 ( 1) is the Hanleel 
function. 
~ese Green functions are solutions o~: 
(V2 - ~) G( 0) (:':') 
(~2 (12) G( 1) (;';') 
respectively. 
.. + 5(x - x'). 
(2-7) 
(2-8) 
(2-9) 
Us11111 Green's theor_. eq. (2-6) lllAy be 
expressed in the line inteqr&l ~tion form a8: 
+ .. 
- p(u)(i') 3G(O~:'~') )dl," 
where the line integral cove~ the boundary 
between domain (0) and domain (1), and where n-
represents the unit vector ~ints the o~twa~ 
normal frca domain (0). As lC is approached t 
which i8 on the boundary. the above expression 
becomes: 
(2-10) 
where n' represents the outward nQrmal uni~ vector 
from d0Dl41n(1)' and the continuities ot P(x) and 
its derivative at the boundary are used. 
Similarly, eq. (2-7) may be written in the 
integral equation form as: 
cis' 
(2-11) 
++ 
-PCl)Ct') 3G(XI~'») dt', 
<In' 
where the surface integral (the first term) is 
bounded on the dotted uea if Figure 2. These 
integral equations are discretiztd by using a type 
of finite el~ent approximation l • Elimination of 
+ the ap(l)(~)/an' f.rom eq. (2-11) are achieved 
through the use of eq. (2-10). The final 
discretized form of eq. (2-11) is then: 
A( a. Ii) P • 0 (2-12) 
Thus. given we:) and ~, one may determine the A 
eigenvalues a and the corresponding eigenvectors p. 
v 
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Figure 2. Schematic Repre~entation of Non-
Zero Variation Area for W(x) (dotted area) 
and the computation Do_ins (O) and (1). 
3. An Bxample Application (Elliptic Jet) 
Rere the ganeral formulas developed in 
section 2 are applied for analysis of elliptic jet 
stability. 
Since the flow is assumed to be incompressible 
(a(~) s .) in this case, the previously obtained 
equations ar! simplified as follows. The complex 
wave number CIc in eq. 2-5) becomes a constant a. 
and therefore. the corresponding integral equation 
is expressed as: 
+1+ where+~e Green function G(x x') is the same as 
G( O)Cxlx') in eq. (2-8). In the actual calcula-
tion, eq. (3-1) is rearranged as: 
a W(~) .£:~'~(:I>h S(~')-S(:)=O, 
2'11' til - oW(xd--
(3-2) 
where, 
S(:) '" We;) .Vp(,t) 
+ 
til - oW(x) 
The surface integr~tion is done over the 
narrow region where W(x) is non-zero. 
The size of the integration is further reduced 
by the two symmetri~s involved in the mean 
velocity profile W(x), which are, 
W( 11' - +) - W(" 
W( .. + 'If) = we.) (3-3) 
(see Figure 2). Knowin~ that the • dependency of 
the kernel of the integral Ceq. (3-2) is the dif-
ference, +-,', it follows that the use of sq. 
(3-3) leads to the symmetries; 
S('II' - .) - :!:SC.) 
S(. + 'II'} - :!:S(.) 
(3-4) 
in the eigenvectors. They constitute four classes 
of solut.ions (++, +-. -+. -) as shown 1n Figure 
3. 
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Figure 3. Four Classes of Solution for the Elli~ 
tic Jet Correspondin'1 to t cos2n.~, {Sine 2n + 1)" t, 
tSin(2n + 2)'~' and icos(2n + 1)+t, where n - 0, 
1, . • • for the circular jet. 
Now, the domain of the surface integral i~ 
eq. (3-2) is just over the narrow non-zero Ii(x) 
reqion in the first quadrant. The discretization 
of eq. (3-2) is carried out through the follow.inq 
approximations: C 1) the integration domain is 
divided into nine node quadratic eleMents, (2) on 
each element the ei~envectors are interpolated 
linearly, and (3) the nine points Gaussian quadra-
ture is used for the nWllerical integration. The 
final discretized form is similar to eq. (2-12), 
and the a roots of det A e a, aI) - 0 ue found 
through the use of Newton's method. 
4. Calculation Results 
In the following, some of the calculation 
results will be compared with Morris and Miller's 
.. x 
x 
elliptic jet calculations. All the variable are 
non-dimensionalized through the length of the 
semi-major axis A and the center mean velocity 
WOo For the mean velocity profile, the same 
expression as used by Morris and Miller is 
utilized. It iss 
W(p)...!.[l + tanlJ.!... (1 - SinhP/sinhPo)l] (4-1) 
2 129a { 
where B 1s the length of the semi-minor axis, 
. { l 
po-i'ln l(A/B + 1)/(A/B - l)f' 
2!.- '!.....J:- (A/B)_3/J 
29g 12~ r 
and P is one of the elliptic coordinates. 
These are related to x and y by: 
x ~ cosh P cos 9/cosh Po 
and y 3 sinhp s1n9/coshPo. 
The node points (square boxes) for the quad-
ratic elements which cover the non-zero variation 
area for we;) are shown in Figure 4. 
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In Fi9Ure 5, the axial wave numbers Or and the 
growth rates ~ of the lowest mode in the ++ case 
are shown as functions of ~ for various A/B. 
These calculated values are essentially the same 
as the results of Morris and Miller, thus showing 
that the mode becomes more stable as eccentricity 
is in'creased. 
In Fl9Ure 6, Similar relations are depicted 
for the +- case. The calculation results for 
A/B-l.001) show good agreement, however, the 
larger eccentricity case of A/Ba2.0 displays a 
substantial difference in the higher frequency 
behaViors. If the higher modes, rather than the 
lowest ones are used in the high frequency region, 
then the results are in good agreement with those 
of Morris and Miller. 
In order to verify arC Ill) and <:Ii, C Ill), the test 
of applying the disperson relations on them 17- 20 
is being undertaken in • separate effort. 
Fi9Ure 7 showe the eigenvillues (J (represented 
by circles) corresponding to the lowest three 
modes in the ++ case at the frequency COl. 5.4 with 
(al A/B-1.001 and (bl AlB-2.0. The initial 
guesses for (J Ilre indicated by the dots. The 
phase varilltions of the eigenvectors corresponding 
to these eigenvalues are shown in Figures 8 and 
9. In these figures, the solid and dotted lines 
represent poSitive and negative phase portions, 
respectively. It is clear from these figures that 
when the eccentricity is small, the change in the 
phase variations are ~te orderly as the mode 
shifts fr~ the lowest to the higher ones. On the 
other hand, when the eccentricity is increased, 
the behaviors are much more complex. Also, it is 
apparent that the mode becomes more stable as it 
shifts higher. 
These same findings are true for the +- case, 
as shown on the next three figures (Fi9U%es 10-12). 
u 
• 2.0 
o~+-----~------~------+_----_+------t_----__j 
Finally, a comparison of Figures 7 and 10 shows 
that all three modes of the +- case are more stable 
than those of the ++ case when the eccentricity is 
small. However, this situation reverses when the 
eccentricity is increased. 
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Ra tes at (b) of the Lowest Mode for the ++ Case. 
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in Fi~e 7(a) (dotted line = negative, 9011.d line 2 positive). 
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in Figure 7(b) (dotted line = negative, solid line ~ positive). 
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in Figure 10(b) (dotted line: negative, solid line. positive). 
5. Summary 
The formulation tor the mean stability analy-
sis of a compressible heated jet with an arbitrary 
mean velocity profile has bean derived. The 
application o~ the for~lism to a simpler case 
showed good agreement with the results of Morris 
and Miller. In this paper it _s not reported 
that incorporation ot viscous effects falls within 
this formalism very nicely. 
And finally. it has been shown that the ellip-
tic jet involves ~ch more ca.plex behavior than 
the circular case. 
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